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MUST WATCH: Joe Rogan Talks With Maajid Nawaz (Episode #1780)

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, podcaster Joe Rogan interviews Maajid Nawaz, author of “Radical,” a former

Islamist revolutionary who eventually became an anti-extremism activist. This is another three-

hour-long interview. If you want, you can skip the Orst hour as it gets more applicable to current

day issues after the Orst hour.

Nawaz’s past experience with recruiting extremists to inOltrate and overthrow Western

governments helped him to more clearly recognize the psychological mind games waged against

the civilian public during the COVID pandemic. He’s basically spent much of his later life

opposing “the manufacturing of consent around something that isn’t true.”

According to Nawaz, we’re in a “hybrid war.” It’s basically an information war, because the primary

weapon is information, and whoever gets to deOne reality with their narrative wins.

He explains how, when recruiting extremists for your cause, you Orst have to dismantle and

destroy their current view of the world. After that, you can then indoctrinate them with your view

of the world.

Big Tech obviously plays a crucial role in this war, as they have the technology and the algorithms

to inUuence, manipulate and mold people’s minds by deciding what narratives they’re allowed to

see. Social media platforms can easily make it appear as though a minority, fringe position is

actually backed by a majority.

Ironically, as Rogan points out, the people who are being brainwashed are in many cases Oercely

defending the right of these companies to mold and manipulate them. They support the

censorship, they support cancel culture, seemingly not understanding the impact it’s having on

their view and understanding of reality and the world at large.

Power Grabs Through ‘Emergency Powers’

One answer to how we got to where we are today is that governments have invoked emergency

powers, and those emergency powers often end up becoming permanent. That’s why they were

invoked in the Orst place.

As explained by Nawaz, “emergencies are always used by the state for power grabs.” Once

they’ve been able to expand a power under the banner of a national emergency, they keep it. They

don’t roll it back. So, when, in 2020, the COVID pandemic was used to suspend human rights,

Nawaz knew we were on a slippery slope.

And, as he feared, we’re now experiencing a very radical shift in our social contract with the state.

Before the pandemic, the social contract, the generally accepted modus operandi, was that

everyone has the right to bodily autonomy. While it’s good to donate blood, for example, you are

not required to do so — even if someone’s life hangs in the balance.

No one can demand that you donate a kidney because you have two functioning kidneys and

someone else needs one. You have the right to keep both of your kidneys, even if it means the

other person dies for lack of organ donation.

Also, if someone is vulnerable to illness due to preexisting conditions, that person has always

been expected to take their own precautions. If you have a peanut allergy, you make sure you

don’t eat anything with peanuts, for example, and others are encouraged, but not mandated or

required, to make accommodations for and be considerate of those who are vulnerable.

What we have never done, Nawaz notes, is make other people responsible for our comorbidities

and preexisting conditions and force them to submit to a medical intervention that could harm or

kill them in order to improve our chances of survival.

A Radical Shift in Our Social Contract

If the state is going to tell us that we must get vaccinated because it is our duty to protect other

people, then that is a very deep and radical shift of our social contract.

So much so, Nawaz argues, that it should require serious public dialogue followed by a

democratic mandate. But that’s not happening. We’re now told that we must surrender our bodily

autonomy for the common good. If you disagree, you’re simply canceled and eliminated from the

public forum.

While not speciOcally discussed in this interview, this new social contract, sprung on us during

the COVID crisis, is actually part and parcel of The Great Reset.  The surrendering of individual

rights — some for now, but eventually all of them — is the “new social contract” that Klaus

Schwab of the World Economic Forum has envisioned and is pushing out to the world through his

installed leaders.

As noted by Nawaz, at the end of the day, it comes down to what kind of society, what kind of

world, we want to live in, and “We can’t go from democracy to a ‘papers please’ society ... without

having any consultation with the public on this,” he says. We need to have a “proper conversation

about how this will permanently change the structure of our society.”

The fundamental problem here is that we’re told we must simply trust that the government knows

what’s best and always acts in our best interest. Yet we know the state can get things very wrong

indeed. In the interview, Nawaz recounts many examples where governments lied and acted

against the best interest of their people.

The same goes for Big Pharma. We’re told to trust their products, their science and that they’re

working to protect our health, always. Yet for those of us who know the criminal history of some

of these drug companies, that’s a tall order.

As noted by Nawaz, the largest criminal One in history was levied against POzer. They have a very

long rap sheet, yet we’re to take their experimental gene transfer product on faith alone.

Moreover, we’re told to ignore all the data that suggests POzer is not, in fact, being entirely honest

about the beneOts and risks of their product.

When There’s No Truth, Power Gets to DeGne Reality

One of the primary ways debate is shut down is by throwing labels at people. It doesn’t matter

whether they’re factually correct or not. Nawaz has been called an “anti-vaxxer” for questioning

vaccine mandates, yet he’s double jabbed. He’s been called an “anti-Muslim extremist,” despite

spending four years in prison for his Muslim extremism.

“But there’s a deeper point here,” Nawaz says. For many years, we’ve been shifting into relativism,

this idea that truth is relative, that it’s subjective and based on your personal experience. Your

truth doesn’t have to be what my truth is. You decide what your truth is and there’s no such thing

as “reality.”

“ When there’s no such thing as truth, you can’t
define reality. And when you can’t define reality,
the only thing that matters is power ... because
power gets to define reality. Power steps into that
void when reason no longer exists. ~ Maajid
Nawaz”

This, Nawaz argues, has had devastating consequences because without objective truth, there’s

no objective reality, and without objective reality, whomever has the power gets to dictate what

reality is — because you have no way to determine whether that power is telling the truth or not.

In the end, you end up with authoritarianism.

“When you promote the idea that there is no such thing as truth, and when you shut down

debate that is seeking truth — not that it claims truth but it’s seeking it — in aid of this

idea that truth is relative ... what happens when you do that?

When there’s no such thing as truth, you can’t de?ne reality. And when you can’t de?ne

reality, the only thing that matters is power ... because power gets to de?ne reality,” he

says. “Power steps into that void when reason no longer exists, and de?nes reality for

you, from up above.”

Psychological Warfare

You can see then, how and why information is the most powerful weapon in this Oght for power.

As noted by Nawaz, most people work full-time jobs and have families and simply don’t have the

time to do the research required to discern the truth.

Instead, they turn to trusted voices in the media to give them their best interpretation of what the

truth and reality is. The problem we now have is that the media are peddling the narratives of

those trying to get more power. And without truthful information, it becomes dibcult to deOne

reality, which makes it dibcult to challenge government.

This is also why leaders have repeatedly shifted the goal post and then played with our memories

of what they promised. The goal is to disorient and confuse people to the point that they don’t

have the strength to question their government. This is psychological warfare.

The harsh reality that everyone must face now is that once rights have been taken from you,

government never voluntarily gives them back. The only option people have is to TAKE their

rights back through peaceful activism.

Coming Next: Financial Warfare

Nawaz and Rogan also discuss how the global cabal is planning to control the world population

through the use of programmable central bank digital currencies (CBDCs).

Programmable currency is digital cash that can be programmed such that it can only be spent on

certain goods or services that an employer or government deem sensible.  In other words, the

issuer of the money can control how the recipient spends it. With that, the issuer would have

near-total control over your behavior.

As noted by Nawaz, with a programmable CBDC, government would have complete control over

anyone who disagrees with their policies or activities. If someone expresses dissent, the

government could simply restrict how they can use their money, or shut down their bank account

altogether.

For example, if the government didn’t want Nawaz to appear on Rogan’s show, they could simply

reprogram his CBDCs with the click of a button, such that he would not be allowed to purchase a

plane ticket.

What the globalists are now Oghting to implement is a platform that will give them complete

control over people — something that will tie everything in your life together in one central spot,

such as your employment records, medical records, Onancial records and more.

This is why they’re Oghting so hard for vaccine passports, even though it’s clear that they are

completely irrational. What good is a vaccine passport when the “vaccine” doesn’t prevent

infection or spread?

Some nations are now scrapping the vaccine passports and shifting to digital IDs instead. It’s

important to realize that digital IDs serve the same exact purpose as the vaccine passport, so the

Oght for freedom is far from over, even if your government has publicly said no to vaccine

passports. As explained by Nawaz, we’re also seeing evidence of a digital credit score being set

into place.

Global Leadership Has Been InGltrated

Nawaz also discusses how governments around the world have been inOltrated by World

Economic Forum (WEF) members whose agenda it is to implement global authoritarianism, using

the psychological, information war techniques summarized above.

As noted by Nawaz, Schwab has worked on “embedding people in government who are

subscribed to The Great Reset agenda,” and in his 2020 book, “COVID-19: The Great Reset,”

Schwab openly argues that the COVID-19 response should be used to “revamp all aspects of our

societies and economies, from education to social contracts and working conditions.”

The WEF has also clearly articulated  its interest in developing a global digital ID system. So,

what we can look forward to is a never-ending process where the goal post keeps moving toward

more and more authoritarianism. And they’ve told us this, openly, Nawaz says. All we need to do

is believe them.

Due to the vast scope of this interview, I really encourage you to listen to it in its entirety. If you

don’t have much time then just skip the Orst hour.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Onally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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This world is run by psychopathic minds that obey an oligarchy trained to lead humanity to economic and social extermination,

destroying human beings, destroying their health and making them slaves of a political and economic tyranny. Psychopaths are

exceptionally selOsh, constant liars, manipulative, insensitive, grandiose, and parasitic. Psychopaths are ruthless, manipulative, and

perpetually dishonest. They are charming but have no remorse in their dealings with others; they do things that normal people would

consider terrible. But they never feel guilty. Throughout history, the possession of psychopathic traits has proven to be a useful

passport to high obce. Men and women who have no moral qualms, who are willing to lie or cheat their way to the top, and who make

promises they know they cannot keep, have a great advantage over those held back by notions of fair play.

Leaders who are psychopaths have enormous advantages over more democratic leaders. Possession of psychopathic traits is actually

advantageous to a political leader, it provides him with more degrees of freedom in his control and manipulation of those under him and

more particularly in his dealings with potential enemies. dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/03/is-your-country-being-led-by-a-psychopath/

 (03/03/2020) These psychopaths are true destroyers of the truth. Like all qualiOed doctors such as Dr. Mercola who have told the truth

about covid-19, Dr. Vernon Coleman has been repeatedly lied to and smeared on the internet and in the mainstream media for telling

the truth about this fake pandemic. https://vernoncoleman.org/
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The ethical and moral principles of Klaus Schwab are deOned in the words he declared: ““ After all, this pandemic is your basic

terror operation. How else are you going to hold society together and mobilize it?” We live a tremendous battle, in which there is

no bomb but a war against humanity. The enemy is the deep state that wants to submit to its whims the world population, social

activists, business leaders, public servants, artists and technologists This unknown situation causes consequences at all levels:

health, economic, political, demographic, but Above all, it causes consequences on a psychological level. We have the weapons

that allow us to Oght against deception.

Possible answers can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. A developing story

on the case of the Ukrainian gas holding company. On his Facebook page, Derkach explained that Burisma has now admitted that

he bribed Joe Biden, Derkach says that Burisma bribed Joe Biden with a $900,000 lobbying lump sum, which the company is

disputing solely on the amount. liberalsarenuts.com/2020/09/23/breaking-biden-bribedburisma-admits-pay..  (2020) The vicious

and irresponsible leadership of Joe Biden has emboldened not only criminal activity within the US government, but his

incompetence has also empowered tyrants and dictators around the world.

One of Biden's most recent negotiations with Vladimir Putin was a total disaster. Shortly after speaking with Putin in June 2021,

Biden spoke at a press conference in Geneva and provided important information on US infrastructure. According to Biden

himself, he gave Putin a detailed list of 16 infrastructure targets. most vulnerable on American soil.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/02/Uashback-remember-joe-biden-gave-put..  (02/24/2022)
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Post 273. Guillermou -- good post. Though when you say 'fake' what do you mean? Because both the virus and the franken-shot

are very real. THEY worked on it for decades to perfect them, just like AIDS, Ebola, and the rest -- all too deadly and all too real.

Because thousands of people being maimed, disabled, and dead is not fake. Perhaps to clarify what you mean: what is fake is

that the lethality of the virus is exagerrated by the media and the numbers of cases are exaggerated to force people to take the

kill-shot and accept the jab mandate, and numbers of maimed and dead people from the jab are underreported to keep the

mandate going, and the jab is more lethal than the virus itself. Is that what you mean by 'fake pandemic'?
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Thanks Gui.... The criminal Putin made a big mistake. He stepped in the WEF trap. He should have paid Joe Biden and his son

double what the Ukraine oligarchs paid, then a war could have been avoided. Do you think that Joe Biden understand what he

read on the teleprompter? It's already dibcult for him just reading it. So Putin should have hacked the teleprompter of Joe Biden,

letting him say: "Ukraine cannot join the NATO!"
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Hi Guillermou, this vid (short - 2min), who is Hunter Biden......www.bitchute.com/.../qWzoBEREbtxU
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Gui, people in general can take a yes or a no, they may not like those answers depending on their personal views. What people

cannot take is I Don't Know. This is the mind game played on the Public when players move the goal post, shift the dialogue in

ways to make it sound what was said yesterday wasn't what I said - even when it is clearly taped. This leaves people in a state of

anxiety, desperate for relief, bad enough pulled away from positive things in their lives. Then the confusion pits parents against

children, siblings against siblings, families against families, neighbors against neighbors because of constantly moving goal

post of what is said is going on, followed by tempting carrots always just out of reach.

A big reason why the Predator$ want us to Be Alone - Together. Emphasis on the Alone, very little together. Separated & alone

makes for easier targets. Exceptions being you can't go to church, but you can worship at the Temple of Commerce, Walmart.

Actually being together engaged in positive endeavors working with each other locally is something to keep us grounded in

positive reality's, sharing experiences shining a light on what we can do locally to make our corner of the world more stable &

secure.

Predator$ are not going to change. Potential positive changes for all in their system if any most likely will be temporary at best if

at all. It has to be worked out locally. Locally is critical. One of the foundations to set this all in motion is the Legacy Media has

been used to make the run for President a horse race with nearly all focused on it. Left gathering dust & cobwebs. The local

politics, in our towns, counties, things like school boards, this affects the state levels, & then the federal. All focus on one branch

of Gov't has kept the general public blind to a bigger picture.
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Understanding Today’s Hybrid War
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

In an interview with Joe Rogan, Maajid Nawaz, a former Islamist revolutionary who became an anti-extremism activist, discusses the

manufacturing of consent around things that aren’t true

)

Nawaz believes we’re in a hybrid war where information is the primary weapon)

Relativism, the idea that truth is relative and personally subjective, is dangerous because without objective truth, there’s no objective reality,

and without objective reality, whoever has the power gets to dictate reality. In the end, you end up with authoritarianism

)

The reason why government leaders have repeatedly shifted the goal post and then played with our memories of what they promised is to

disorient and confuse people to the point that they don’t have the strength to question government

)

Another control mechanism will be the implementation of programmable central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) — digital cash that can be

programmed so that it can only be spent on goods or services that an employer or government agrees with or deems sensible

)
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Gui; You've nailed it! Evil PersoniOed! All of those Anti-human scum deserve the worst punishment imaginable! Biden speaks?

Can that decrepit fool even string Ove words together to form a sentence?
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Guillermou - how very true, but what can we do. They have the power and the means. The people in my country of Scotland are

so taken in by the MSM, they think everything is One with the jabs and our government is doing OK, they can't see that there is a

bigger agenda. They haven't heard of the WEF or GAVI or CDC etc. I saw a comment on a forum for my neighbourhood, someone

asked if they had heard about the WEF and the Orst reply was "its just a think tank", only 2 othets mentioned that it has a

controlling effect on the world and mentioned young global leaders and Klaus Schwab, the rest of the comments went on to

ridicule and mock these two people, and told them to get a grip on reality there's a war in Ukraine. To me its all part of the same

corruption. Will they awake before its too late!
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Insightful Gui - Are we not at war? Paramount is seeing through clear and focused "reality goggles" the battle between two

opposing world views. "The Pseudo Realities of the Globalists” beneOting the Global power structure. "The Reality of Truth and

Common Sense" as seen by us in our quest for "Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness." ------ The Global power structure (Deep

State – TPTB – Power Elite) is concealed behind a curtain woven of gas-lighting, narratives, gatekeepers, and algorithms. We

Ond our "Toto" once we "wake up" demanding our right to "transparency, full-disclosure, context, and accountability." ------ But

alas, the reality of the battleOeld as understood by intelligent men and women is subtlety and nuanced.

They're many layers, unintended consequences, twists, and turns. For the war never goes as planned. -----  Wars Rarely Achieve

Their Initial Goals: The Curse of Second-Order Effects - Charles Hugh Smith.  www.oftwominds.com/.../war-goals3-22.html

 -------  “The issue today is the same as it has been throughout all history, whether man shall be allowed to govern himself or be

ruled by a small elite." ~ Thomas Jefferson
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A funny thing happened to me on the way to Canada.

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/03/no_author/ukrainian-president-zelenskyy-is..  ~~ OR ~~

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/why-would-the-ukrainian-president-cite-just..
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Guillermou, you said: "Men and women who have no moral qualms, who are willing to lie or cheat their way to the top, and who

make promises they know they cannot keep, have a great advantage over those held back by notions of fair play. " This is

absolutely correct! I know several people who campaigned for public obce, only to lose their bids because they refused to

accept bribe money. Very few with real integrity make it to the most rudimentary levels, let alone to the top, without bribe money,

although a few do such as former Senator Russ Feingold. Go Ogure, the good ones are ousted. There are purely unethical people

at the top, who are willing to compromise their ethics---they have no ethics, because ethical people don't allow themselves to be

compromised.

Period! Then we get the illusion---I said, illusion---that the world at large is a crazy place. It is not! Most people naturally desire to

do good. They may not be perfect people, yet their desire is for the light, even if they also are imperfect. But those in public obce

are largely people with no morals and some are even sociopaths. So why should we trust our authorities? Why don't people think

about this? It's time for a think. And I suggest that we as bloggers can talk this theme around. It is really important.

The very notion of not questioning authority is false. It goes counter to democracy, and it goes counter even to what the facts

bear out. Maybe we CAN"T trust our authorities! And who said that a democracy is ruled by authorities? They are elected as

public servants, not as authorities. Time to point things out to people so they THINK a little bit! With such thinking, things can

and will change. Just what the authorities don't want and will come up against. That's just the time to show them down as

tyrants, under the law! Keep on writing and stimulating thought and questioning! I t is one of our great tools. We can help to turn

this around!
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Great comments to declare how the deep state is promoting a war against humanity sweetened with lies that are maintained with

the force of power and money. As Maajid Nawaz declares, when you cannot deOne reality, the only thing that matters is power…”

The truth is what Biden and Fauci have never told, both in the conUict with Ukraine and the origin of Covid. The US State

Department and NIAID knew in January 2020 that Chinese authorities were withholding COVID-19 data, according to government

documents obtained by a legal watchdog organization.

The NIH also sent "experts" from the P4 lab. supported by the NIH at the University of Texas Medical Branch to train technicians

from the Wuhan Institute of Virology in "laboratory management and maintenance," nearly two years before the onset of the

COVID-19 disease. www.theepochtimes.com/fauci-agency-knew-chinese-authorities-were-withh..  (03(02/2022). Lies

sometimes can't be sustained for long and the false pandemic is being controlled in part by the truth. The United States Senate

approved a measure on March 3 that would end the national emergency over COVID-19.

The resolution passed 48-47 on a party-line vote. “After nearly two years of living under this state of emergency, the American

people are worn out and yearning to breathe free; they long for their God-given freedoms, and for leaders to take their side. There

is no doubt, it's time for our nation to learn to live with COVID,” Sen. Roger Marshall (R-Kan.), who introduced the measure, said in

a statement after the vote. www.theepochtimes.com/us-senate-passes-bill-to-end-covid-19-national-e..  (03/03/2022)
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But power continues to dictate its rules based on tyranny and in accordance with the idea of oligarchic psychopaths.

Governments around the world have pushed for passports, a move that poses an even greater risk to freedom, privacy and civil

liberties. The World Health Organization will now meet with member states and representatives of vaccine certiOcation

credentialing groups to discuss a global vaccine certiOcation system.

reclaimthenet.org/the-who-is-working-on-a-global-vaccine-passport-syst..  (04/03/2022) In tune with the WHO, a group called

the Citizens Council for Health Freedom (CCHF) is calling on Congress to scrap a plan that would limit access to health care only

to people who believe and share government-approved information.

In a letter to deep state swamp creatures, Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), CCHF calls for a ban on

the scheme, which has actually been in the works for many decades. under the name of Unique Patient IdentiOer (UPI). The letter

explains that the use of these identiOcation numbers "will undermine the doctor-patient relationship" and generate a monitoring

plan "from the womb to the grave." The scheme also aims to "centralize patient data in a national medical records system," the

letter alleges. www.wnd.com/2022/02/congressional-leaders-asked-kill-off-massive-healt..  (02/27/2022)
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The truth is also hidden in Europe by the imperialist power. Kremlin-backed media outlets have been banned across the European

Union, both on television and on apps and online platforms. In the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Latvia, speaking out in support

of the Russian invasion of Ukraine will get you years in prison. Twitter, historically the last of the major online platforms to

pounce on any further escalation of internet censorship, is now actively downplaying the number of people viewing Russian

media content. It is the censorship that does not like the truth, we should not defend Putin but freedom must be in the contrast

of information, not in the censorship that is the mother of disinformation, Censorship is an octopus with many claws.

This algorithmic censorship tactic is exactly what I speculated might emerge after former Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey resigned in

November, due to earlier comments supporting the practice by his successor, Parag Agrawal. . The goal is to normalize Internet

censorship on all fronts, and the powerful will push for that normalization to be expanded at every opportunity. Whether you don't

like the controversial Ogure being removed from the platform on a given day is completely irrelevant; It's not about them, it's

about expanding and normalizing Internet censorship protocols on government-linked monopolistic speech platforms.

caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/censorship-by-algorithm-does-far?s=r  (2022)

soundcloud.com/going_rogue/defending-freedom-and-democracy-sure-requir..  (2022)
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Yes GUI, if you want to understand human societies, you simply must have a good understanding of psychopathy. Otherwise you

will spend your life scratching your head trying to Ogure out why on earth things happen the way they do. Once you understand

psychopathy, what it is, how it works, its prevalence, how normals react to it, now that's the ultimate "aha" moment.
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The most important aspect of this debate is that we have to accept we are dealing with criminality; active crimes being committed by

people who claim to be working for us in our best interest; civil servants, government ministers, ministry of defence obcials. No, by no

means not all of them, for we can be certain that there will be the majority, as with any community of humans, that are perfectly honest

and law abiding. This is something like the debate about the origins of heat photons . . . you need to trace the source . . . where are the

origins?

For example, I am sure, we will discover that elected government ministers will, when eventually faced with a court of law; will strongly

argue that they were deceived by people who told them what is now discovered to be untruths. The challenge will be to be able to

clearly describe the route back to source . . . a small group who had set out to deceive; indeed, deliberately; criminally; deceive. They

are; who will . . . must; become the recipients of the rule of the law. Our evidence must be very carefully set out, so that there will be no

way out for the originators of the crimes against humanity.
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Yes, the majority of this is led by a few. Just to take the Fauci example, he has ruled with an iron hand a personal little

dictatorship serving Big Pharma. Those out in the hinterlands hoping to do their medical practice, nursing, or research are like

the general public believing they are alone. It's just them and how do they deal with the mandates from above & still keep their

work & staff going. They have no doubt seen if they stick their nose up its apt to get smacked off their face. What isn't seen by

them is they are not alone & it is those criminal few who have created all this who need to be rounded up. Pennies on the

Massive ProOt Dollar Ones are not enough deterrent. Yet the way they are behaving it seems the States has enough of its

Constitution left to hold them back somewhat. Enough rule of law left to back them off & maybe even lock a few of them up.

They cannot win because even if they get all they want, it's all unsustainable & a dead sterile vision.
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Criminality, indeed, Chris. But the law exists only to punish criminality at the lower end of the social order. Criminality in high

places such as government and royalty is not even deOned as such; when a few token Na-zi war criminals were executed after

the Nuremberg trials, many escaped to continue their eugenist ideology, no doubt with deep State aid. Following orders or

ignorance of the law were not accepted as excuses.  The end result now is inOltration of governments and health by WEF fellow

travellers as well as indoctrination of members of retail businesses, banking, investment companies, universities, innocuous

sounding Wellcome Trust and the Tavistock Institute.

As for “laws” and “truth”, the Orst casualty of war is truth, and one mercola reader recently provided an excellent summary of the

kind of “laws” that are trampled upon, made impossible by corruption in courts of law or are just ad hoc inventions of the

globalist mindset under some mythical “emergency”. The only real emergency that threatens us is from our own war mongering,

corrupt governments complicit in the WEF criminal conspiracy against its own citizens. Think Bush, Blair, Brown, Gates etc. JFK

warned his family that Governments lie. His fate was sealed.  The full Joe Rogan interview with Nawaz has been circulating for at

least two weeks.

Another mercola reader provided the full link to it. It made for distressing revelations which if not true, why was the interview

heavily censored? The most disturbing information is about British Government collaboration in the use of torture and involving

the children of suspects. I always thought of the “special relationship” between the US and the UK as one founded on a mutual

pact to preserve freedom from tyranny. Now we know better. The globalists at their headquarters in the U.S. were merely

following the British Colonial Guidebook of “divide and conquer” to fulOl their criminal, psychopathic agenda.
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EVERY craft tyranny, pyramidal in order, & out of Babel has a colonizing, empire attitude. Whether Assyria, Egypt, Babylon, Persia

& the Medes, the Greeks or the Roman...which we are still dealing with, & will to the end of this dying in one of its many forms:

any such coverted order & craft elite, crony system in Great Britain is only an arm & part of that greater overarching global empire

order. It doesn't matter what men call it if they miss the facts & root, or core, distinctives. 'Social' is a great cloaking term, but

really just means 'survival of the Ottest/most cunning, etc' once whole truth is removed from the equation.   Even here in the US &

among the native tribes you had Powhattan's Algonquian empire shoving out, swallowing up & displacing Iroquois tribes....and

visa versa.

The Shawnee were about the equivalent of the Assyrian in their manner of brutal terroristic domination in our neck of the woods.

Others dominated the West & Southwest, none pure of sin & craft hierarchy always resulting in struggle for empire,

kingdom-building.   The same with the Inca, the Aztec...of South & Central America. The brutal conquistadores & their attending

craft looked appealing to the lesser tribes from whom the Aztec sacriOcial victims were procured. The same with the various

tribes of Africa, or anywhere else one looks in the world.

The root of the slave trade was inter-tribal competing & warring for empire & colonization, trading slaves w/ Islamic merchants

as that cult&empire spread its inUuence. Amongst them, the tribes of Dedan, sons of Ishmael (look at that, -el, Abraham sent him

out with God's name on him!) were ever great warriors &merchants, & even Rome struggled to conquer them via

trade&commerce connections, before them the Ptolemies & Seleucids/Assyrian ....wresting monopolies from them to

themselves: neither exempt nor entirely pure in the matter in that sense.
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Yes, humanity is in a war where the powerful seek more wealth and power while the oppressed spill their blood with biological

weapons and political and medical corruption in hospitals. As the more than 17,000 DOCTORS AND SCIENTISTS manifest at the

Rome summit, POLICIES that constitute "CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY" are being carried out: "Thousands have died of COVID as

a result of being denied early life-saving treatment. The Declaration is a rallying cry for doctors who Oght daily for the right to

treat their patients, and the right of patients to receive those treatments, without fear of interference, retaliation, or censorship by

the government, pharmacies, pharmaceutical corporations and big technology.

" PHYSICIANS DECLARATION GLOBAL COVID SUMMIT – ROME, ITALY doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org  Unfortunately "The

new Normality" is the loss of freedoms, global neoliberalism is even stronger thanks to the Usa pandemic and has increased its

proOts. It has obtained it not only through exploitation, but directly through the social murder of the working class, the increase in

the power of corporations, the health of people, a crisis that will last over time with hunger, inequalities and deaths.

All Covid mandates must be suspended immediately. They are not intended to “protect people's lives. It is a big lie. The scientiOc

evidence is overwhelming. The so-called pandemic is a criminal enterprise. However, the reality is that martial law is being

applied against them, which Klaus Schwab prints with his departure from his Youth School with Trudeau applying the Emergency

Law against civil disobedience. www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (02/22/2022)
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Thank you Chris! really appreciate your being on the right side of the street and a good thinker. And I believe you are right, most

people naturally desire to do good, it is merely a few people whose lights have been snuffed out who can't think and can't feel the

light. That's a state of a lost soul, but those are rare birds, not the norm. To me, what seems ridiculous about this whole phase we

are in (I hope it is merely a phase) is that people just bow to "authority" like they must, and should. The "authorities" are

outnumbered by millions, if not billions to one! Why should we say that they have so much power? They don't, unless we give it to

them.

Why should the world be run by only a few people? It makes absolutely no sense! If people stop just giving their power away to

someone else, and if they stop insisting that this is the way it must be (it indeed mustn't be!) then we will have a new ballgame.

Maybe people don't realize that many in public obce accept bribe money in order to get there. By deOnition, this means that they

are unethical people who are willing to compromise their integrity (people of integrity don't bow to unethical things, no matter

how much they are offered in pay). Question authority!
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hi Chris et al, I see a few solutions here. A) Follow the lawsuits, and Reiner Fuellmich's public grand jury hearings. Support the

lawsuits, and spread word. B) Know that propaganda is a mind manipulation tool. C) Know further, that no mind can be

manipulated wherever they stand in clarity and in truth. The truth is NOT wishy washy as the deliberate brain washers allege.

They have an agenda. Call it right out, right on the spot! We don't buy into this, not even one single bit! D) Urge people to do their

research. When people do their research, they will see things very differently. Urge people to read the texts of legal bills, and

know who in public obce voted for each bill. Trust where their feet walk, not where their mouths talk.

E) Here in the USA the tenth amendment gives the States sovereign powers, such that they are not required to bow to the Feds.

The States can even nullify Federal laws, on State territory. So must everybody bow to the Feds? Absolutely not. This is a legal

way out of this whole big mess. If we educate the governors we may have a lot of change afoot. My two cents. "In interpreting

the Constitution, it must never be forgotten that the Nation is made up of States to which are entrusted the powers of local

government. And to them and to the people the powers not expressly delegated to the National Government are reserved.”

Hammer v. Dagenhart, 1918 -U.S. Supreme Court
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Amen! And those who judge them must be free of the same source.
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By The Exposé on March 3, 2022 Evidence has emerged which proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the pharmaceutical giant

Moderna, the company that has made billions through the sale of an experimental Covid-19 injection, actually created the Covid-19

virus. Covid-19 means: 19 nucleotide sequence and not 2019 at all. On February 23 the Daily Mail ran an article showing that Moderna

has patented the 19 base letter (nucleotide) sequence which codes for the Furin Cleavage site in Covid-19.  By a concerned reader They

cited a Paper by Scientists in India, Switzerland, Italy and the US (cautiously entitled: MSH3 Homology and Potential Recombination

Link to SARS-CoV-2 Furin Cleavage Site) in which they calculated that the chances of a 19 nucleotide sequence patented by Moderna

randomly appearing in Covid-19 in circumstances where it does not appear anywhere else in nature are 1 in 3 trillion.

Furthermore they did not merely apply for a patent on 2016 February 4 with US9587003B2: as reported in the Daily Mail. They actually

applied on 2013 December 16 for 4 patents with US9149506B2, US9216205B2, US9255129B2, US9301993B2:as well. So Moderna had

developed the 19 nucleotide gene sequence containing the Furin Cleavage Site which gives Covid19 its infectivity to humans by

patented gain of function research as early as 2013, 6 years before the Wuhan outbreak took place. Not 3 as reported in the Mail and

virally elsewhere..
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...a company that had NEVER brought a product to market before the covid psyops. I believe that Dr. David Martin is the leading

authority on patents. Of course; Moderna is fraudski's golden child.
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NONE of this planned response is new: the Orst POzer mRNA vaccine for dogs and rabbits was initially used in 1992 or

thereabouts. The pandemic response was drafted in 2016, from initial drafts from 2010 and 2012. The response had been

studied and play-acted each year for the past 20 years, Orst PCR tests were used for HIV back in the day. China researchers

showed a similar virus in their database dating from 2006. - - - - - - - - And this is the follow-on posting: "Whilst you’ve been

distracted by Russia’s invasion, the UK Gov. published data conOrming the Fully Vaccinated are now up to 3.2x more likely to die

of Covid-19 than the Unvaccinated" - dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/04/russia-distracts-uk-gov-reveal-vaccinated-mo..  - - - - - - - -

Suppose this cannot remain hidden for long, what will the general populace do when Onally seen by many, as friends and

relatives are affected?
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Yes Rose. They also developed an mRNA Feline Coronavirus vaccine that had horrible results. Then they developed mRNA rabies

vaccine for dogs that had horrible outcomes.
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NYT wrote about the languishing stockpiles of vaccines the other day and they happened to mention something to the effect that

the covid-19 vaccine was Modernas only viable commercial product right now, and the sales are plummeting! The article literally

said that people needing boosters was Modernas biggest hope right now!
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Rose, I don't know who developed the rabies & FELV shots my little buddy Angie was given. It was the late 90s and my kitty was

diagnosed with "feline vaccine sarcoma" which eventually was the reason for her death.
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Excellent article Dr Mercola, clearly showing where we’re at. All planned and prepared for decades, part of which is the EU’s vaccine

passport scheme, in the making since 2018, due for completion 2022. Coincidence?

ec.europa.eu/health/system/Oles/2019-09/2019-2022_roadmap_en_0.pdf
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The psychopathic mind is truly instructive, so we have propaganda fanning American journalists on wartime alert, playing every Uame

of anti-Russian sentiment they can Ond.  blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/03/putin-launched-the-Orst-war-in-his..
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Yes, Leahoz, all action is established by economic power and friendly regimes with that power. The Vietnam War had the

objective of avoiding creating a single communist country that was an ally of China and the USSR. Fearing that communism

would spread throughout Asia, the US government began to support the North Vietnamese territory. Now what is happening in

Ukraine marks the course of the struggle for military and economic hegemony between the US, China and the USSR For several

decades, the US facilitated China's economic rise, while the latter tacitly accepted US military dominance in the Asia-PaciOc

region. That period ended, and today Chinese geopolitical ambitions and American nationalist revisionism face each other.

On the other hand, the background in the conUict between Russia and the United States is the inter-imperialist competition that

disputes areas of inUuence, but we must distinguish that cause from the motive. This is the US claim to place a close military

threat to Russia, NATO in Ukraine. Warmer relations between Germany and Russia signal the end of the "unipolar" world order

that the United States has overseen for the past 75 years. A German-Russian alliance threatens to accelerate the decline of the

superpower that is currently inching closer to the abyss. That is why Washington is determined to do everything possible to

sabotage Nord Stream and keep Germany within its orbit. It is a matter of survival.
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Washington needs to create the perception that Russia poses a threat to Europe's security. That is the goal. They need to show

that Putin is a bloodthirsty aggressor with a trigger-happy temper that he cannot be trusted. The media does not report any of

this, instead the focus is on "evil Putin" who has amassed an estimated 100,000 troops along the Ukrainian border and threatens

to plunge the whole of Europe into another bloody war. In a world where Germany and Russia are friends and trading partners,

there is no need for US military bases, expensive US-made weapons and missile systems, or NATO.

What is happening now between the United States and Russia is something extremely dangerous. The policy of expansion and

domination of the former, to whom the NATO countries serve as laborers, leads directly to this conUict described by many as the

great war prophesied in the Apocalypse. A war that can worsen for humanity-

www.globalresearch.ca/crisis-ukraine-not-about-ukraine-about-germany/5..

 www.globalresearch.ca/when-the-cult-occupies-all-the-space-the-essenti..
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Hello Guillermou, thank you for your response, I think Russia is playing some sort of GAME, that is for the Globalist (ICC =

international Criminal CABAL), not sure what it is exactly, (will continual to watch),however, the game is harsh, Putin is a WEF

student, like many others, and this WEF Young Leaders group WANT Power!!
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Great article and very accurate; although, it's missing a very important component of what's coming - Microchip Implants! This will be

the ultimate control mechanism and they are ready and waiting. You can count on it! It will be the hardware to their software.
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Randy, consider the ID2020 program was supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, the WEF, and lGAVI and aims to inject every

human being with microchips that can be accessed remotely using 5G and later 6G technologies. It is a totally electronic

identiOcation, which links everything with everything of each individual (health, criminal, banking, personal and private records,

etc.), being administered by a state agency or in extremis, by the private sector”, reports The Burning Platform on technology.

technology will be forced on everyone. The founder of the World Economic Forum (WEF), Klaus Schwab, promised this with the

rhetoric of the “Great Reset”, which is materializing at “breaking speed”, thanks to the plandemic. It is Gates, Rockefeller and

other globalists who are pumping endless money to see their baby come to life, and they are almost there.

The program's private partners include many Big Pharma names like Johnson & Johnson (J&J), GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Merck &

Co. and, of course, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. In addition, the German parliament ratiOed the implementation of the

ID2020 Agenda, the next phase of the global launch of the Mark of the Beast that began in the wake of the "pandemic" of the

Wuhan coronavirus. This centralized general electronic data collection program will proOle all citizens of Germany and grant

access to all government agencies, police departments and agencies as well as the private sector.

www.globalresearch.ca/implanted-vaccine-package-id-germanys-parliament..

 | www.theburningplatform.com/2021/11/30/digital-tyranny-and-the-rockefel..  (11 /30/2'21)
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Exactly, Gui! I've been researching those globalist scum for many years and I understand them as well as any average person

can. They are getting very, very close to fulOlling their evil plans! I'll check out the link. We are surrounded by evil players, on all

sides. It's not looking too good for humanity!
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I read a couple of months ago where Elon Musk was working on a chip that could be implanted in the brain.
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Yes; Arlen...too many idiots playing God! Here you go:

abc30.com/elon-musk-neuralink-monkeys-brain-chip-monkey-death/11581014..
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Randy, power continues to dictate its rules based on tyranny and in accordance with the idea of oligarchic psychopaths.

Governments around the world have pushed for passports, a move that poses an even greater risk to freedom, privacy and civil

liberties. The World Health Organization will now meet with member states and representatives of vaccine certiOcation

credentialing groups to discuss a global vaccine certiOcation system.

reclaimthenet.org/the-who-is-working-on-a-global-vaccine-passport-syst..  (04/03/2022)
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In tune with the WHO, a group called the Citizens Council for Health Freedom (CCHF) is calling on Congress to scrap a plan that

would limit access to health care only to people who believe and share government-approved information. In a letter to deep

state swamp creatures, Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), CCHF calls for a ban on the scheme, which

has actually been in the works for many decades. under the name of Unique Patient IdentiOer (UPI). The letter explains that the

use of these identiOcation numbers "will undermine the doctor-patient relationship" and generate a monitoring plan "from the

womb to the grave." The scheme also aims to "centralize patient data in a national medical records system," the letter alleges.

www.wnd.com/2022/02/congressional-leaders-asked-kill-off-massive-healt..  (02/27/2022)
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Thanks Randy! I lost that link.
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Information war indeed. Here is an example: A WEF political activist in the Joe Biden 2020 campaign is now promoting WW3 for the

WEF. Pretending to be a journalist, a women, named Daria Kaleniuk was on tv all over the world, for emotional attacking Boris Johnson

(British PM) blaming him for not Oghting as a NATO force in Ukraine. Boris let Ukraine children die, because the NATO is afraid of World

War 3, she said to Boris. Now it turns out she was listed on the WEF website in 2019, in their Global Young Leaders program, which has

also featured war-supporting globalists such as Justin Trudeau.

Kaleniuk featured as a Joe Biden “supporter” in an ABC News interview from 2019, after which she was used in a Joe Biden campaign

video posted January 21 2020. thenationalpulse.com/2022/03/01/the-crying-journalist-demanding-boris-..  Of course the WEF wanted

Joe Biden as president. An corrupt Ukraine oligarch paid Biden's son to get his oil Oelds back in East-Ukraine. This can only be done by

military force, so he needs the back up by Joe Biden. The Oligarch selects a popular tv comedian Zelensky to be next president and paid

his campaign, and promoted him on his tv-station.

As president Zelensky said: "Now we will Oght to get East-Ukraine back." The previous president Poroshenko didn't wanted to do this, as

it breaks the 2015 Minsk peace agreement. That's why Poroshenko had to go, and Zelensky took his place. Suddenly Zelensky became

rich, with offshore holdings in the British Virgin Islands, Cyprus, and Belize, the Pandora Papers Revealed:

www.occrp.org/en/the-pandora-papers/pandora-papers-reveal-offshore-hol..   (please Otis correct my errors)
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And the scourge of all society is the British Empire whose running the whole thing.
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As I explained above this WEF women promotes WW3. Why? To do the great reset? Build Back Better? Isn't it interesting, all those

WEF leaders saying Build Back Better, also Joe Biden. In July 2020, Klaus Schwab warned the world of a devastating and

comprehensive cyber-attack that would ruin the Onancial system (goodbye to your deposits, your pensions, mutual funds,

insurance policies), utilities (goodbye water, gas, electricity), transportation (goodbye planes, air trabc control, smart cars, trabc

lights, freight ships, trains, etc), education, healthcare, industry, correctional facilities, the internet itself, stockmarket and pretty

much everything that most people in developed countries take for granted. Isn't the Russia-Ukraine conUict a perfect opportunity

for the WEF to launch their ‘Cyber Pandemic’ in a false Uag attack, blaming Russia?

strangesounds.org/2022/02/russia-ukraine-conUict-wefs-perfect-opportu..
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Throughout this economic power struggle, the People's Republic of China has criticized the United States and NATO for

provoking Russia and President Vladimir Putin to invade Ukraine. Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying cited

several US news reports that she said supported her argument that President Joe Biden could have prevented the invasion

simply by ensuring that Ukraine would never be accepted. by NATO. Tulsi Gabbard told Tucker Carlson that the Biden

administration actually wanted Russia to invade Ukraine so it could impose "draconian" sanctions and increase defense

spending.

Hua went on to explain that if Ukraine were to become a NATO member, that would put US and NATO troops "right at Russia's

doorstep." The spokeswoman asked why Biden and NATO did not even try to ease the tension between Russia and Ukraine. China

is closely monitoring the development of the situation. What you are seeing today is not what we have wanted to see. We hope

that all parties can return to dialogue and negotiation," Hua said.

wearechange.org/they-actually-want-russia-to-invade-beijing-slams-bide..  (02/28/2022)
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Russia is challenging NATO's approach to security, mainly because NATO's approach is built on the rubble of treaties that

member states have already signed and approved but now refuse to abide by because it does not further their geopolitical goals.

According to Russian economist Sergie Glaziev: “To maintain its world dominance, the US government is provoking another war

in Europe. A war is always good for America. They even call World War II, which killed 50 million people in Europe and Russia, a

good war. It was good for the United States because it came out of this war as the leading world power.

The Cold War that ended with the collapse of the Soviet Union was also good for them. Now the US again wants to maintain its

leadership at the expense of Europe. America's leadership is being threatened by a rapidly growing China. Today's world is

changing into another cycle, this time political. This cycle lasts for centuries and is associated with the global institutions of

regulatory economics.” www.unz.com/.../did-nato-just-declare-war-on-russia  (02/28/2022)
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ker8118 - For those searching for their "Toto" - I suggest: Hidden History, The Secret Origins of the First World War - by Gerry

Docherty & Jim Macgregor.  Orstworldwarhiddenhistory.wordpress.com/publications/hidden-history-t..   James Corbett had a

number of shows on the subject.  I'm always leery of "Rhodes Scholars."
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Pete.Smith    Hallo and thanks for the updating my who's who with the mention of Daria Kaleniuk. Biden is only for sale to

properly vetted by his handlers bidders like China (rumored to be in the tens of millions $ in bribes). IMO, Putin couldn't have

bought him (Biden's integrity wouldn't allow it--much laughter) for 10x what he was paid. Putin's inOltration will only be a trap if

Russia's ongoing presence become untenable. Meanwhile dismantling nuclear reactors (reOneries?) and draining the Ukrainian

"swamp" of Soros' NATO cabal inUuence must have been the urgency behind the occupation. Alright, having said that, now turn

the page to conjecture that Putin might still be in the WEF club. Were that the case, then what an elaborate ruse this is: a game

within a game. Thanks to Leahoz for posting this a week or so ago:

 alt-market.us/order-out-of-chaos-how-the-ukraine-conUict-is-designed-..
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Rhodes Scholar is the equivalent of Scholastically, or classically, educated to Ot into the Romish Babylonian system as a 'tapped'

and initiated crony & elite, sorted to level & amount of disclosure, by the system of continual sorting initiations & responses. Also

equivalent to 'Jesuit-educated' or Young Global Leaders etc. NAR. Social Justice Warriors. etc  Brownshirts. Red Brigade. Dragon

people. and more. Initiates into the 'mysteries' is a very seductive, Uattering appeal to the young, untried & inexperienced. The

Romantic can never see the whole of it, or with subcient humility & sobriety, attachment to whole truth.

There never was a kingdom-builder or idealist who did not ascribe at some point to empire, tyranny, & bloodshed as free men

with conscience resist their 'steering', their 'initiations', their 'greater wisdom'. And neither broad, lowest common denominator,

dialectic category thinking ....nor equally selective sight, selective acknowledgment of truth & suppressing distinctives of

doctrine on any matter, common denominator universalist thinking, can ever see the whole truth of any matter. That's the whole

point of such either-or, selective truth-excluding indoctrination.
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Ok Pete. It is the Minsk agreement, not Minks.
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Hello Epi-cure, good link again, thank you. Well as the article said WEF tries to play both sides. I believe, there is an hidden

agenda by WEF, but I cannot prove this, so I will not share this view, but if this true, they will fool all the global leaders, with a

hidden masterplan. For now they are trying to get as many global leaders as possible, also the Chinese president Xi and Putin.

But they have no control over Xi or Putin, they are independent. Putin use to be KGB. Russia selected only the smartest people to

be KGB agents who must be also patriots. After the collapse of Sovjet Union Putin lost his job, and became part of a corrupt

system with former KGB agents to survive.

At that time the drunk Boris Jeltsin took power, Orst without being elected, with the help of the US, and later with support of

oligarchy, who paid his campaign to become president. On advice of the US Yeltsin transformed Russia's state economy into a

capitalist market economy by implementing economic shock therapy. State property went into private hands like oil companies.

This transition was done by George Soros (WEF), Olling the pockets of those who became oligarchy. When Jeltsin was to be

prosecuted for corruption, Putin solved that problem for him, so he trusted Putin, who got promoted. When Jeltsin became ill

from drinking, he wanted Putin to be president, to protect him in the future.

The oligarchy went along, they believed they could control Putin also as president, but that turn out a big mistake, as Putin soon

showed them who is boss. He became rich so they couldn't buy him, and he had his smart KGB friends to gain full power. So the

WEF also lost control over him, but they still try to play him, and Putin plays along to check their plans out, as he learned to do as

an KGB agent. He like to know what they are up to.  Putin is a criminal, but also a patriot, a dangerous combination, as he will do

anything to protect Russia.
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Thanks again Otis.  One more story to show why Putin is patriot and against Soros WEF, you must know Soros protogee Mikheil

Saakashvili was trained in the US to take control in Georgia, using the same slogans from the US paid "Otpor!" use in 50 countries

already, and with the help of the CIA extensions USAID and the NDI and also the fake war hero Sen. John McCain. After he

became president he wanted to be part of Nato and the military budget increased twenty-fold in the poor country. Georgian

soldiers engaged in joint training exercises with the US military.

Then he started a Oght at the Russian border. Putin took revenge and occupied Georgia.  Saakashvili had to Uee, negotiations

followed and Putin let Georgia of the hook, but Putin kept a part of the North as an bufferzone. Saakashvili see wikipedia for

whole story, In 2013 Saakashvili left Georgia shortly after he lost the election. in 2014 he was wanted in Georgia for abuse of

power. Soros gave him another job in Ukraine. So you see Putin and WEF co-founder Soros are not real friends but opponents.
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With all this doom & gloom we need to be singing songs of love. https://youtu.be/JR8k8jpT3tw
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In the words of that international Man Of Mystery:

 swisscows.com/video/watch?id=6E6CD3F212D876E66D526E6CD3F212D876E66D52&..  With a touch of envy I recently read

your 1960s Bay Area list of musicians seen at the legendary venues you mentioned. I loved all those bands and more. Remember

that Texas band, Fever Tree's one hit wonder, San Francisco Girls? Every now and then I would let a quiet one slip into my mix of

favorites: swisscows.com/video/watch?query=jackie%20deshannon%20what%20the%20worl..
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epi-cure, thanks for Shannon link and mentioning Fever Tree. They also did a great rendition of Hey Joe. So I'm not sure how I am

still ticking after a journey of so many paths. 1963 out of the Marine Corps, stationed last year at Quantico, VA. Settled in

Arlington, got married, walked to the Arlington Cemetery in November for John F. Kennedy's funeral. A very emotional moving

day. Working in D.C pursuing a career in Public Accounting. We saw the Doors concert in D.C. in 1968. Two daughters, part time

college, BA in 8 years. CPA. The San Francisco scene beginning in 1969. More music at Bill Graham's Fillmore West. Chuck Berry,

Buddy Miles, Erik Burdon & War, Clover, Toe Fat, Leon Russel, Led Zeppelin, It's A Beautiful Day, Procol Harum, Fleetwood Mac,

Steve Miller, Bo Diddley, Johnny Winter, Van Morrison, Miles Davis, Iron ButterUy, & Black Oak Arkansas among many others.

The Who at Winterland. Then there was the Freight And Salvage Coffeehouse on San Pablo Ave. in Berkeley With lesser known

artists like Joy of Cooking, High Country, Vern & Ray, Dave Jones, Styx River Ferry, Fat City String Band, Alice Stuart, Lynch Mob,

among many others. Lots of music at the Greek Theater (UC Berkeley). My daughters treated me to two Rolling Stones concerts.

Love that rock n roll. What a long strange trip it has been. And now at the age of 80 I am out on the street with signs to stop a

mandate & passports. Some Toe Fat. www.youtube.com/watch
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Nawaz distinguishes between "objective" and "subjective" and denies the possibility of TRUTH in the context of personal bias /

prejudice / - this mirrors the basic premise that science always has an element of "observational bias " - objectivity then becomes the

attempt to eradicate the personal in the pursuit of the abstract goal of total objectivity - the Cartesian philosophy of Descartes is

brought into focus with the caution that Hume explored in relation to the need to escape the personal with the use of rhetoric - this is a

complex human problem that the 20th bCentury dealt with thoroughly in investikgating the philosophy of language - Wittgenstein

especially stated "about that which we cannot know, we cannot speak" - I know that this sounds quite technical but the promotion of

absolute objectivity has at its core the whole foundation of human expression and the pitfalls of certitude / dogma / superstition / all

facets of the complex realm of human language - Naweaz seems to have accepted many of the facile errors that are involved with the

language confusion that is expressed in the Bible as the Tower of Babel
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Yes Stan, determining the bias of the information depends on the sender and the source. The techniques of mass manipulation

are proliferating in an oligarchy that only defends its interests. The media attracts a lot of attention regarding the subjectivity of

their reports. The bias of the media is based on the fact that they assume the convenience of serving the strongest and the

systematic preference of an entity or authority can invoke their support and public actions. These inclinations, although

apparent, hinder the true facts, as history often recounts and as is happening today. The principle of authority is often convincing

for people who do not establish their own criteria in their thinking. It is the submission of the mass man.

Objectivity is deOned as the truth based on veriOable data without taking into consideration the reactions that this provokes in

others, such as acceptance or non-acceptance of the information. If we start from the premise that information is never totally

objective, then we must pay close attention to this criterion. There are several factors that prevent the information from being

objective and these are: the needs, the way in which they perceive the facts, the values and interests of the authors. Other factors

are the social context that reUects the attitudes and values of the time in which the document is written. To meet this criterion

you must evaluate and question the different points of view on a topic, the truth and the accuracy of the information.
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We must also consider The “Gell-Mann Amnesia effect” was coined by Michael Crichton, MD to describe the experience of

encountering unreliable information in main stream media and the “approved narrative” in your area of expertise, and knowing by

Orst person experience that this narrative is wrong. And then suspending your own critical thinking skills and trusting these same

type of “experts” (legacy/mainstream “approved” media) in another area outside of your expertise. DON'T BE BRAIN DEAD. By

Robert W Malone MD rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/dont-be-brain-dead?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA..  (27/12/2022).

The documents that appear in the databases go through a review process, but said review may be interfered with by the interests

of groups that Onance the information. We have veriOed this in this false pandemic where prestigious magazines are managed by

the forces of power. The documents published on the Internet did not have in principle any quality control mechanism and

anyone can publish in this medium without having experience or expertise in the subject but currently they are controlled by fact

checkers and the center of digital hate ( CCHR).
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CCHR itself is actually one of the main purveyors of vaccine propaganda and disinformation. Like many propagandists before

them, they engage in inaccurate, empty generalizations in an attempt to convince the masses that anyone who ever questions

any vaccine must be an “anti-vaxx, tinfoil hat, looney, theoretician.” of the conspiracy”, which is driven by hate and is therefore an

extremist that threatens public health. CCHR itself has been identiOed as a "hate group" by an OffGuadian journalist, who stated

that CCHR "...meets the Counter-Extremism Commission's deOnition of so-called hateful extremists".

Public deception is now taking place on a massive scale, and appears to be organized by a major public relations Orm called

Publicis Groupe, which describes itself as "one of the world's largest communications groups", which has manipulated what

people think about trading. products for nearly a century. NewsGuard received a large portion of its seed money from Publicis

(which represents most of the world's leading pharmaceutical companies) and since much of its revenue comes from the

pharmaceutical industry, it's not unreasonable to assume that Publicis could inUuence the " fairness" from NewsGuard. ”, as they

rate Pharma competitor websites, such as “anti-vaxx” websites. NewsGuard's health-related service called HealthGuard is also

associated with an organization calling itself the Center for Combating Digital Hate (CCHR),

thetruthaboutvaccines.com/ap-article-lies
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Spot on Stan! Like Fauci always said, if you discredit me you are discrediting science because "I AM SCIENCE!"
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Stan, did Cartesian philosophy exist before Descartes? Having Orst read this quote on one of those walls, here's the redemption

in all those tavern (we call them bars) visits back in the 70s. Add this to your existential lexicon, if you haven't already:  

quoteinvestigator.com/.../do-be-do
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Truth is far from whishy-washy as hereby alleged. It is very, very clear and even vociferous. Something is wrong with the

brainwash, and the brainwashers themselves, who say that truth is wishy-washy and not clearly deOned. They have an agenda

and are proving themselves to not be good people. Call them out, and call out the lies and untruths! And even, the false and

misleading half truths. "By the fruits shall ye know them" --Jesus. Truth lends clarity, not wishy-washy lack of boundaries.
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Ha..ha...ha.. That is really funny Epi-cure, so you say: ~~ “To be is to do”—Socrates. ~~ “To do is to be”—Jean-Paul Sartre. ~~ “Do

be do be do”—Frank Sinatra. ~~ I'm sure Stan will prefer the last one from Sinatra as he likes to sing in secret in the bathroom. Do

you think he wears those sunglasses while singing in front of the mirror?
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All I want to know is should I take one or two aspirins for a headache.
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hi Gu i - thank you for touching on the subject of "uncertainty" science has made many wrong turns - but the right way always

becomes apparent - trial and error - I  liked Malone's title "DON'T BE BRAIN DEAD" - but somehow I'm sure I've heard it before - -

Arlen - Dr Falsie means that he is the PERSONIFICATION of science - it oozes out of every pore - what a guy !! - - epi-cure - in the

60s we used to smoke "doobies" - I think that this is the source of all wisdom - and I'm just an old pseud - ha ha - as to your

question concerning the use of Cartesian - didactic me wishes to show the origin of Cartesian with the reduction of his name - - -

mirandol,a - truth is always good but objective truth makes me nervous - - Pete - the problem with my weak eyes is that with the

dark glasses on I can't even see the mirror - which is mainly a relief -  - Otis - headaches can be cured - decapitation is known to

work but is considered a bit drastic - the Thought Police feel that excessive thinking is anti social - cheers stan
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Stan, I am calling my doctor for a decapitation prescription. Thanks.
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Mirandola, my heartfelt thanks for providing hope with possible answers for the regular folk. Your post is the one and only I read that

contained the word SOLUTIONS. How I wish all the other incredibly brilliant and knowledgeable posters on Mercola would begin think

on terms of what we all should do. My only solutions to Oghting back against the digital Onancial nonsense is to begin stockpiling cash

and silver, but any and all suggestions are seriously welcome. I can't keep reading everything that's wrong without knowing what to do

and how to gameplan.
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Post 272. NUREMBERG 2022; A PROPHECY ABOUT LONDON. Disinformation is lying, and lying to people, esp one's own, means the

government is dishonest, hiding some sinister plots it doesn't want people to see. This is the case with England, USA, and Europe and

the unholy NATO alliance that has been trying persistently but unsuccessfully to discredit, shame, and destroy Russia. It is in the beneOt

of every Good Person on Earth to stand with Russia and Mr. Putin, especially if you want to stop this and future

plannedemics-genocides from harming or killing you or your family. One of the Orst laws i learned in algebra 101 was: if a = b, and b = c,

then a must equal c.

That is, (a = b) knowing that the West (USA, England, Western Europe, Australia) are funding and/or supplying lethal weapons to Ukraine

to kill THEIR own civilians and now Russian troops; and (b = c) knowing that Ukrainian leadership is N A Z I, having killed 15,000 of

THEIR own Russian-speaking civilians, 70 percent in Donbas, 30 percent out of Donbas since 2014, maimed thousands more (recall

that Ukraine sided with Hitler against Russia during WWII; see Russia Today live stream, now banned in Europe

wwitv.com/.../b1527.htm  ); then (b = c) leadership of USA, England, Australia, and Western Europe must be N A Z I. This is crystal-clear.

The end of Russia-Ukraine conUict will result in prosecuting these mass murderers in Ukraine which should lead to prosecution of

fascist elites in THESE Anglo-Saxon countries behind Kovid genocide. Is this why THESE Anglo-Saxon leaders behind these crimes are

frantically punishing Russia -- panicking? Are THEY afraid? If so, of what? Let brother John and i share a little-known prophecy with you

that ties into this. There was a world renown clairvoyant named, Louis Hamon (Cheiro), born in Dublin, Ireland who lived in London who

read palms and conducted seances and was part of the highest aristocracy and royalty in London, England. This is part of what he
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predicted: ‘Some of Hamon’s prophecies have yet to come true. He predicted that a dictatorship would assume control in France,

and that Japan and China would unite politically and control Asia. He foretold that a large part of New York City would be

destroyed by an earthquake, while Russian airplanes would level London.’ – RJF about Count Louis Hamon (1866-1936), p368

The Book of Predictions by David Wallechinsky, Amy Wallace and Irving Wallace 1981. Hamon’s father was English and mother

French. His prediction accuracy was measured at 80 percent, similar to Vanga’s (Bulgarian prophetess 1911-1996).

Hamon’s clients included Arthur James Balfour, PM of Britain, Mark Twain, President Grover Cleveland, Lord Horatio Kichener,

King Leopold II of Belgium, King Humbert I of Italy, King Edward 7 of England, Nicholas II, czar of Russia, Rasputin, Lord

Carnavron and Howard Carter (discoverers of Tutankhamen grave in Egypt). Edward in particular became dependent on Hamon’s

advice. Something to think about, especially, the leveling of London by Russian airplanes. We believe that the aristocracy of

England is fully aware of this prophecy. Pray for Russia, pray for good people of Ukraine, and pray for the World. Good People of

Earth Unite!
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TreesKey you will have to do better than that, so how much have you been paid to write such "interesting" news?
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I Ond it interesting; how Canada is frequently left out of the conversation, when they are in all of this, up to their eyeballs! Canada

is more than relevant!
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Algebra is not logic or deduction, and its allegorical use here looks, out-of-context, forced, so muddies your message, logic

already has ample rules for this! NAZI was smear slang for a nationalist offshoot of Marxism, an offshoot of the 'elite' sabotage

ideology called communism. It would be far better to stop using their corrupt terms and concepts, and simply call it corruption!

Anglo-Saxons are probably not at the root of this because the Normans hijacked England via William the (thug) Conqueror.

It looks more like Normans (thugs), Zionists, and some Edomites (so-called "Jews"), and psychopaths behind the so-called

Anglo-Saxon establishment. "William the Conqueror" never had any rightful claim to the English crown, because the Roman

Catholic Church was/is a later pagan Mithra-based corruption of Christianity, which pushed genuine pre-BCE Christianity out of

the British Isles. As for Hamon, this alleged clairvoyant, if genuine, he should have seen that many of his clients were scum, so

should not have been given them these alleged predictions. Many of these people were Freemasons, clearly a corrupt cult, at

least since several centuries ago.

The 18th century, Rothschild sponsored, Bavarian Perfectionists ("Illuminati") were documented to have started to hijacked

Freemasonry and other secret societies then, and create new ones, like "Skull and Bones" in the Freemason founded USA. I

suggest reading the book "The FalsiOcation of History" by John Hammer and see falsiOcationofhistory.co.uk  to see that a lot of

what we may think are historic/present facts or unsolved mysteries are not! I suggest also looking for "Tartaria", including on

Telegram, to see other corruption hiding more advanced prior civilisations, with surprisingly advanced technology!
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What? Did the sanctions put on Russia shut down the government sponsored propaganda networks? So you have to come to this

website? Go spew this garbage somewhere else. www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russia-s-closest-allies-desert-putin-as-c..
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Treelskey, there's an estimated 16,000 volunteers from other countries coming to Oght with Ukraine. How many people are

leaving their secure homeland to join Russia's military to Oght against the Ukrainians? ZERO! Some of those 16,000 volunteers

are AMERICANS!
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And no other sinful human being or order of governance than the Anglo-Saxon has ever had a murder, a lie, an empire, a craft

order of imposition .... Boy, are you brainwashed. What's the reward or carrot driving you to such willful blindness? Looks to be

really extreme...and hypocritically self-excluding.... bitterness & hatred driven by a deceitful, lying, self-justifying heart.
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"Randy"et al, www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/why-would-the-ukrainian-president-cite-just..
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TreeIsKey   you're on course to soon becoming the house Nostradamus. Knucklehead me had misinterpreted your yesterday's

POST268 as the number of names on Fuellmich's list. Thanks for clearing that up. I heard Fuellmich say during an interview that

it's more accurate to say albeit with some skepticism there may eventually be several Nurembergs. Maybe the London "bombing"

was/is metaphorical as in the demise of the City Of London.
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Russian soldiers are defecting and taking shelter in Ukraine subways:

canadianfreepress.substack.com/p/russian-defectors-seek-shelter-in?s=r
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fundamental's words of wisdom! Thank you Fundamental! I love Dr Mercola for his freedom of speech forum, but for the love of

God, can we exclude Russian propoganda? I dread the day this forum gets shut down and the fact that this post isn't at the very

bottom severely jeopardizes the future of this forum.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Post 275. 'Global-Elite Kovid-15 Plannedemic-Genocide of mRNA and Nano-Razor Injections’ is the weaponization of gene

therapy and nano technology by the richest and the unhappiest for greed, wealth, Land, depopulation, longevity, control, and to

fulOll Adolf Hitler's dream. Brother John says that people in the world have been watching how much suffering is going on in

Ukraine, which has been brought on by the policies of USA and England. But if or when the suffering comes to your (USA and

England) doorstep you will know it will not feel so good. It's one thing to watch what's going on in Ukraine like a movie, but when

it comes to your doorstep it's not going to be a movie anymore. "The World Will Praise Volga!" -- Vanga (Nostradamus of the

Balkans) Good People Of Earth Unite! Pray for the whole World!
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Post 276. Randyfast -- well said. I agree. Arlen1 -- good post and good point. Please watch Russia Today live stream to see how

many good US-Americans are in Ukraine Oghting for the Russian-speaking citizens in Donbas after personally witnessing their

atrocities committed against them like the poor woman whose both legs were blown off, lying on the ground looking into the

American man's eyes before she bled to death. He, a former USA soldier, said she spoke to his Soul and vowed to help them. The

same man said he loves his country of the USA, but he hates the government, "it's the Fourth Reich".

There are other good people from USA and from other parts of the world interviewed, helping the Donbas people Oght against the

Ukrainian USA-England-Europe-Canada-Australia-supported fascists who've been shooting at these unarmed ordinary citizens --

their "brothers" -- for 8 years, killing around 10,500 of them since 2014, cutting off their Ongers, raping women and men,

beheading people (more bodies are continuously being unearthed), shooting at school-buses, and blaming crimes on Russians,

etc. Another 4,500 Ukrainians outside of Donbas have met same fate. Epi-cure -- no worries, i Ogured that's what happened.

But the names of the mostly Anglo-Saxon culprits behind Kovid-15 (i use K for fascist connection, as in Amerika, and 15 for 2015

when Dr. Barick gave the Kovid patents over to the USA government per Glen Beck's video) in mostly USA and England (per Dr.

David Martin's videos) that are going around are also in Dr. David Martin's videos on Bitchute, in Bobby F Kennedy, Jr's book 'The

Real Anthony Fauci', and the document presented by Dr. Mercola couple weeks ago that was downloadable, i don't have the link

at the moment -- just to name a few. Thank you all for your great responses, i read each of them. Please pray for the people of

Donbas, for good Ukrainians, for good people of Earth and for Earth Herself.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Dr Mercola, you said it all in one single sentence: "Power Grabs Through ‘Emergency Powers’". Exactly! And why is it that so called

"lawyers" argue that "the constitution has been suspended, we are in a declared emergency state" ? HEH? Come on! It is time for people

of all stripes, all colors, all professions----this includes lawyers, judges, police, politicians, and civilians all alike---Onally recognize not

only what the true purpose is here---as if that, grabbing unlimited and unchecked power---is not enough! Further, and especially it has to

be said that such a legalized RATIONALE is Trumped! By the US Constitution. End of story! Why argue anything else?

Why is anything else even so much as alleged---I said, alleged----to make any sense....at all? Why then, do people of all professions,

civilians all alike, treat such "emergency declaration powers" as the law of the land? It most certainly is not, and it never will be, and it

never was! THINK! ~~~"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of

slaves" William Pitt.~~~~“In interpreting the Constitution, it must never be forgotten that the Nation is made up of States to which are

entrusted the powers of local government. And to them and to the people the powers not expressly delegated to the National

Government are reserved.” Hammer v. Dagenhart, 1918  -U.S. Supreme Court
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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PS Do we pay our taxes to be abused, eh? If we do Not express our legal boundaries with politicians, the courts, police, et al, then

we get the America we all "fought" for. Silence can be a form of consent. Don't participate in that! Bullies and vagabonds respect

people who have boundaries far better than they do people who have no boundaries. Further, the powers that be tend to be far

more respectful toward people who know the law and who invoke it. I have seen it, multiple times. Those who prefer to Moan

Victim are welcome to do so, but I prefer to focus on solutions. Those who say "there is no hope" are playing a game, either

willfully and with an agenda in mind, or unwittingly.

Either way i believe this participates in the whole dynamic, directly enabling the rise of unchecked power. Please Don't be the

hand that claps back, and please consider this! Thank you. And yes, there IS hope! Those who say there is no hope, my words are,

"Come off it!" see the links below..if you are even so much as interested in any hope! (yes this makes me mad, you heard me

correctly!) childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf     childrenshealthdefense.org
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Hi Mirandola. "Power Grabs Through ‘Emergency Powers’" It happened already on October 26, 2001, President George W. Bush

signs the Patriot Act, an anti-terrorism law drawn up in response to the attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Center on

September 11, 2001. After that deep state took over with secret courts, you could be arrested on no charges at an airport, where

they put a bag over your head. All done in secret. They call this democracy, I call it democrazy.  The Patriot Act’s expanded

deOnition of terrorism also gave the FBI increased powers to access personal information such as medical and Onancial records.

The Patriot Act superseded all state laws. Civil rights activists worried that the Patriot Act would curtail domestic civil liberties

and would give the executive branch too much power to investigate Americans under a veil of secrecy.

Because it is secret, we don't know how big the abuse is. Of the many abuses that sprung from the Patriot Act’s toxic soil, the

most pernicious and enduring is the growth of secret laws. The insistence that the government must not only keep its actions

secret from the American public, but that the federal agencies will conceal the very rules they must follow, quickly spread like a

noxious weed throughout our government. So clearly this shows that the US is already a fake democracy.
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Pete Smith, absolutely! And well said. The Patriot Act has to be overturned. So does the War Powers Act, the Military

Commissions Act (torture bill) which can strip people of their citizenship and render them for torture. Now how do we all like

that, connecting the dots with warrantless surveillance and arrest? I have vociferously and persistently been writing about civil

liberties on this health forum where previously, people glossed over this topic and seemed to not care one iota. I warned, if we

don't pay attention to our civil liberties, we will not be so much as talking about health. Little did I know how soon my prediction

would come true! The way has been paved since 9-11-01 and it was deliberately done> The whole notion of scaring people with

crises and ruling based thereon, and changing the laws based thereon, is something to look at suspiciously and with scrutiny and

mental clarity.

People really need to do their research> If they do we will save our civil liberties. If they don't then we are doomed. Witness the

quote from the Supreme Court, 1918. When the States have sovereign power, which they do, they are not required to bow to the

Feds. They can set their own laws on their own turf. This is our way out. And sometimes I wonder if some of the States might

even break off from the Feds to become their own countries. We will have to wait and see. This means tax issues. Money talks....
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fundamentalassumptions
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Pete, we're in agreement on the non-Patriot Act...but the coverted Babylonian Romish order goes back much further in its goals

to take 'the separated brethren' back to Mama's layered, covert & tyrannical system which the Bush's are but a part of. Whether in

America's constitutional democratic republic, now so revised in the cultivated imaginations of the people that men forget & lose

their heritage, or those others never come that far out of her or the world's other tyrannies also so ordered: all now in

subservience & concordat with her thru the radical ecumenical woo enforced by economic & military force as she wields armies

from behind the scenes through the UN & whatever other government she calls to dance to her tune, 'or else'.

The compromises falling back to her universal/catholic global corporatism & back under the thralldom of her layered & covert

system of initiations & controls have been gradually won by allowing corners of darkness & things not permissible to be aired in

the public square. Things we're not allowed to say. To teach openly. Then things we're not allowed to do. Then things we're not

allowed to NOT say, or NOT do.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fidelito is Getting a Kickback from Vaccines. Fidelito wins every time there's a shot. Which may explain why Justin Trudeau ordered 10

times more vaccine than there are Canadians - including the moose. Why would they need ten times more doses than the sum total of

all of Canada, plus the moose? forbiddenknowledgetv.net/mind-blowing-dr-david-martin-exposes-the-the-..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Australia did the same - the pre ordering of Pharma product is guaranteed Onancial bonanza for Pharma
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know more than I ever wanted to know about justina, however; I will have a listen to what Dr. Martin has to say.
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Stanley, EXACTLY, that's because, guess what, a Premier of Aussie owns shares in a 'vaccine' company...!!!??
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Stanley, I have been through 5 days of WET, no POWER, incessant rain, roads blocked by water in SE Queensland. Forgive me, no

hot water, all food ruined etc etc. No access to my computer!! Tough times!
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Boosters 4 times a year!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Each booster has a shorter length of time for effectiveness. So by the end of 2022 you will need a booster every 4 weeks. So

Trudeau will need to order more real soon.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Globalist sez never mind the apple, it's a booster a day that keeps social credits at bay. Martin may have Oled the lawsuits at the

states level (minus any support from attorneys general) a few days ago. Here's one via MaxDuncan:  

rumble.com/vw525j-dr-david-martin-presentation-27-feb-2022.html
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The harsh reality that everyone must face now is that once rights have been taken from you, government never voluntarily gives them

back. The only option people have is to TAKE their rights back through peaceful activism." NO, again NO, and NO again ! One's legitimate

individual rights, including one's rights to self-ownership and bodily autonomy, personal liberty, and the rights to all of one's

peacefully-acquired wealth and other private property, and one's ownership and bearing of any type and quantity of Orearms and other

weapons have their source in human nature, i.e., in the exclusively human faculties of reason and volition, which are the result of human

evolution, not any government operators' permission.

The comment implies that government operators have the "right" to initiate violence against peaceful people, and that those peaceful

people have no right to physical self-defense in retaliation against that initiated aggression. They can only protest peacefully--which will

get them nowhere ! NO ! The retaliatory use of violence against those who initiate its use is 100% moral and just. It is long past the time

to stop shouting slogans and waving banners and Uags and singing "Kumbaya" at tyrants. They and their civilian supporters all deserve

the Ceausecu treatment. If we are to enjoy liberty and a peaceful life once more, we must give them that treatment! They are begging

for it! They have earned it!
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This government behaviour of taking advantage of, often manufactured, crisis is what Naomi Kline called "Shock Doctrine" aka "disaster

capitalism". The be blunt, Government eventually becomes toxic if unchecked by the public, especially democratic government; this is

compounded by government size, political parties, career politicians, and any signiOcant corporate inUuence, including via hijack of the

press! Once corporate inUuence becomes signiOcant, any kind of government becomes effectively an Oligarchy/Plutocracy, which owns

the parties and career politicians. --- Ironically the 1930's German National Socialist government was more honest, and possibly less

harmful, than many modern governments, and may have transitioned into a better government if it hadn't been targeted for destruction

by the Zionists, via their hijack of the UK and USA governments, thus WW2, and a still effectively occupied Germany.
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You have struck a cord obviously (no replies). I like your perspective.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've always wondered if paying ANTIFA and BLack Lives Matter to tear down our cities down - wasn't a plan... to tell us "if we got a

digital ID people couldn't get away with crime" and we'd be so much better off. I've been told that most of the destruction was in

"opportunity zones", areas of big cities which no businesses were because of bad neighborhoods (and if you opened a business your

taxes were waived).
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm...weapons, weapons, weapons, The state of Minnesota broke a record with 106,000 new gun applications in 2021 for conceal

and carry a handgun for your personal protection. So instead of the stab jab, clot shot, or Vaxxpass, some are choosing a 9mm tactical

12 rnd/clip with the cute Lazer dot sight for Cov19. Looks like this virus has met its match. Don't forget that practice makes perfect.

Bragging rights for the most bullseyes at the range. And just when you think you live in a peaceful town?
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so glad I'm in the US, where there will certainly be states in which a majority want nothing to do with the Mark of the Beast.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The greatest antidote to government tyranny and the power to force behavior is the Christian faith. When you owe allegiance to God,

and government contradicts what God has said, as a Christian, you obey God and disobey government. Christians die for their faith. To

a greater or lesser extent, this applies to many other religions as well. That is why powerful people are trying to stamp out the practice

of the Christian faith. But the greater the persecution, the more the number of Christians grow.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE UKRAINE INVASION IS PART OF THIS SO-CALLED HYBRID WAR AS WELL, REALLY WW3. What's hilarious is how quick everyone

forgets that the COMMUNISTS are running our government along with Hollywood, professors at major universities, etc and that WE

worked with China to bring about the plandemic so why would anyone now believe that the media and our government are at war with

Russia??? The invasion will be used as yet another tool to usher is the New World Government and remove our freedoms completely.

The invasion is staged to elevate the urgency for emergency UN powers. Russia, USA, France, UK, Germ, China all on the same team...

THE COMMUNIST ARE ALL WORKING TOGETHER, STAGING A FAKE WAR, WHICH WILL GIVES THEM A COVER/LICENSE TO KILL ANY

REMAINING OPPOSITION MEANWHILE MAKING IT LOOK AS IF A ONE GOVERNMENT SYSTEM IS OUR ONLY HOPE FOR WORLD PEACE.
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020202
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep looking for the big fancy rich people's houses... isn't it funny how they don't get blown to bits like the little tiny poor man

houses or condos are?
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WeighsTheTruth
Joined On 3/21/2021 8:52:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Power is not manifested in the human being. True power is in the Creator. The old ones say the only true power is spiritual power.

Sometimes ego tells us we have power but we really don't. Great Spirit power is called by other names, such as Love, Forgiveness,

Intelligence, Life, Prinicples & Laws. When the Creator uses this power to make the human being more powerful, we must stay humble.

We need to constantly acknowledge we are who we are. We do what we do because of the power of the Great One within. And ask,

'Great One, guide me to use Your power well in perfect ways and under grace only to serve the people'.

Geronimo stated, 'A will of iron that cannot be broken is what you need to get from where you are to where spirit is inspiring you to go.

You will not make it if you are not spiritually connected. You have sacred responsibilities. You are uniquely chosen to do what you must

do. Your ancestors will guide you past any doubt or fear & lead you to your destiny (Make Ore/light candles & call to them).Your words

have power. Your words & your dreams are the medicine we need right now (A doubing vision/thought will not materialize what we

want). Decide to go beyond your present limited mind thinking.

Do not be distracted by the darkness. THE MIND THAT SERVES SPIRIT IS INVULNERABLE. Meditate & ask yourself, 'What is it that I

need to know?' & at some point during the day you will get an answer. "You yourself are desperately needed to save the soul of this

world. Did you think you were put here for something less"~~Arvol Looking Horse~~Just like the Moon, your greatest magic will come

in times of darkness. Keep the Faith. KNOW that good will happen because the Oght for a better world is never over. Trust your GOD

GIVEN POWER.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Relativism, the idea that truth is relative and personally subjective, is dangerous because without objective truth, there’s no objective

reality, and without objective reality, whoever has the power gets to dictate reality. In the end, you end up with authoritarianism"  - That

might be one of the best lines I've read in the last 20 years! I have also noticed lately the "Elites" are playing this game of lying and

denying until it doesn't matter anymore, take COVID as an example...the lies continue and so do the jabs, which is the the goal

apparently. No matter what evidence is brought forth they engage in these tactics. Lie until they cannot lie anymore...then force things

into a rigged court system. Which may drag out for years. While all this is going on they have their MSM lackeys coercing the public into

a viewpoint that does not hold them accountable and blames it all on their adversaries. The situation is dire, as this is just one example.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/4/2022 11:16:14 AM
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On 3 Mar 2022 the US Senate passed a Joint Resolution to end the national covid emergency -

dailycaller.com/2022/03/03/senate-passes-joint-resolution-end-national..  | www.congress.gov/.../BILLS-117sjres38is.pdf  the POTUS

can veto if it makes it to his desk - here's info on the veto override procedure:

 www.archives.gov/Oles/legislative/resources/education/veto/veto-overr..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden will veto it. If he was smart, he would sign it. It might save their midterms and maybe even raise his approval rating. He's

not that smart. They are still using covid-19 to push their Marxist narrative.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Law vs Legal: famguardian.org/.../lvl.htm
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In case you didn't know this information was available from the National Archives: www.archives.gov/.../civic-education

 | www.archives.gov/.../list
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FYI: UKRAINE PRESS RELEASE ABOUT JOE BIDEN www.bitchute.com/.../lcEw4wNEhaJ6
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

another one worth watching: rumble.com/vw4tug-mel-k-and-acclaimed-journalist-benjamin-fulford-on-t..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

worth watching: rumble.com/vw6zz3-dr.-david-martin-new-biden-lawsuit-general-Uynn-don..
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MaxDuncan    Somebody help me. I'm getting maxed out by the other pipeline, the informational pipeline here on the forum.

Thanks.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/4/2022 10:00:40 AM
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both the Left and the Right put out propaganda/misinformation, occasionally mixed in with a little truth, which is what creates the

problem in differentiating truth from Oction. People believe what they want to hear without question, but won't take any proof, no matter

how deOnitive, for criticism of "their side".  First step: Follow the money. Who beneOts if I believe this?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has not been a red vs blue or left vs right thing for a while now. This is Freedom vs Tyranny and each of need to choose sides as

this ramps up deeper into the 2030 agenda. When you vote you make certain that person you vote for stands for Freedom OR you

get what you deserve. We know "who" was responsible for these past two years. If you continue to vote for these same people do

not be surprised
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Privacy of personal information is VITAL in a free society. And privacy of medical records is part of that! The privacy of one's medical

records is a protection against being singled out for discrimination based on health! Why would anyone want even one of their health

records open to public scrutiny? Indeed, when those who are vaccinated turn out to be the ones who can be classiOed as sicker (due to

having injured immune systems, greater risk of cancer, greater risk of heart disease or stroke, and so on), they may Ond employers or

insurers, or credit and loan sources will use such information against them considering them too great a risk. Can the vaccinated not

see that their vaccine status can quickly morph from a beautiful Compliance Trophy into something that marks them for exclusion? It

will be an invasive remover of protective privacy.

Many of the articles on Vaccine I.D. claim that medical records will not be on the passports. In response I say: Vaccine status IS A

MEDICAL RECORD, probably one of the most blatant! You might not care if someone knows you gave birth with Caesaean section or

that you had tennis elbow ten years ago! But if you are now unlucky enough to be a vaccine injury statistic, that Vaccine passport could

mean your vaccine health status being an open book is going to be a problem. See whaat they're up to: https://www.forbes.com/site ...
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I do not think I want to put this issue to a vote and have a majority decide I have to take a shot, a pill, or donate an organ "for the greater

good". Our human rights must always include each individual's bodily sovereignty.
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Always!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

@nickjj,  Indeed.  Individual rights are not subject to majority rule. The founders of the USA understood that, which is the reason

that they created a constitutional republic, not a democracy. Those demanding the abolition of the electoral college--a main

feature of a constitutional republic, not a bug--are eager to transform the USA into a democracy, i.e. mob rule. The electoral

college enables citizens of states with small populations to have as much of a voice in the federal government as do citizens of

states with large populations.
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From the depth of some of his questions, Joe Rogan needs to read The Truth About Covid-19 by Dr. Mercola and The Real Anthony

Fauci by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.! Rogan seems to lack a grasp of the power of Vaccine Czar Fauci's grasp on federal monies, research

funds, science study publishing, university funding, the whole structure and direction of science -- to the point of illegally pursuing gain

of function virus bioweaponizing research. If Rogan could keep this level of power in mind, he wouldn't be assuming that good

intentions were the basis for most people's behavior in extorting compliance from us citizens -- vaccine compliance and narrative

compliance, etc.

Individuals' fear of reprisal, fear of losing security, desire to be on the "winning' side might be behind what looks like good intentions.

The same goes for the reach of power of Bill Gates and Vanguard and Blackrock and other Overlords/Oligarchs/RulingElite. If folks

cannot see the injustices happening in our country, will they ever see the injustices perpetrated in other places, often in our name. Like

Fauci-funded horrible system of using Africa as drug testing ground for Big Pharma as documented in Kennedy's book. Tonight I'm in no

mood to allow the compliance enforcers to be considered just regular folks with good intentions.
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So well stated nickjj!
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nickjj—Awesomely stated! Thank you!
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be aware of those Covid home test kits the government is sending out.

www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2022/02/28/covid-home-tests-pose-to..
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jamNjim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

That was put out there a few days ago. It's fake news. Yes, the little eye-dropper with the solution used for the test is toxic. That's

why you don't put it in your eyes, mouth, or skin.
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mobius8curve
Joined On 7/26/2021 6:23:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never trust the pharmaceutical industry as they create dependence for Onancial gain:

sumofthyword.com/.../pure-from-the-blood-of-all-men
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Solzhenitsyn
Joined On 3/4/2022 6:39:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After having seen Maajid Nawaz talk to Joe Rogan things suddenly made sense to me. Klaus Schwab is a genius: He recruited

unscrupulous dimwitted stooges all over the western world who relentlessly force the deadly vaccine onto their population. This will

eventually result in their destruction (loss of fertility) within one or two generations creating space for Schwab's Chinese friends.

Nostradamus predicted that the Western world would be taken over by Muslims, he was wrong.
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As Jonny Nash would say: "I can see clearly now, the rain is gone"
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Ryan19
Joined On 5/6/2012 8:19:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you allow others to dictate your reality you have already lost. Marcela is pushing the same garbage messaging just in

reverse...the script must change. We deOne our paths, freedoms and our lives...no third party will ever deOne me. Some may follow

down the path of fear and control, but as simply put as I can, that is not my choice.
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Amen to that Ryan 19!
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Onancial downfall began quite some time ago... some references to how our system worked/works are here:

www.silverbearcafe.com/.../natureofmoney.html  ,  www.silverbearcafe.com/.../silverheist.html  for anyone who wants to read them...
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So what are you doing personally to game plan against it? Any and all ideas welcome.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "Turn on, Tune in, Drop out" slogan has never been more relevant, "Drop out" applying to Main Stream Media, PC operating systems,

browsers, smartphones, etc. From Leary's 1983 autobiography Flashbacks: "Drop Out meant self-reliance, a discovery of one's

singularity, a commitment to mobility, choice, and change." See also "The Parallel Society vs the Great Reset" by Academy of Ideas:

rumble.com/.../academyoOdeas
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Americans need to see where our government is heading on the health care front; Please explore the PDFs in detail:

www.nih.gov/.../resources   www.whitehouse.gov/.../budget_fy22.pdf
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jskwara
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I didn’t see the word Democrat in the awesome article. Do you think Trump is doing this ? How about DeSantis? Maybe Kristi Noem?  It

is the Democrat Party pushing this. Am I guessing because the Republicans aren’t? No I have Orst hand knowledge.  I understand that

some of you are Democrats and are against this. Let me assure you that what I’m saying is 100 percent true and if Dr Mercola wants

proof he can contact me and I’ll provide it.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Jskwara: We have observed a play with actors on the stage since birth. Every actor has been bought and sold countless times

before permitted to perform. You cannot rise that far in politics, Hollywood, music, etc. without being totally corrupted. The

illusion which creates DIVISION is Democrats vs. Republicans, liberal vs. conservative, good vs. evil when they are ALL evil.

When people vote (a farce) for the lesser of two evils, they are still voting for evil. What drives and supports the illusion is certain

organizations such as the Republican party and select individuals are permitted to "do less harm or more good". A form of

controlled opposition. It has been 100% effective, successful and in practice for centuries.  Therefore, do not be deceived by their

divisions. That is what gives them the most power and control. Black vs. White, rich vs. poor,  conservative vs liberal, vax vs

unvaxxed. On and on and on. The only way to overcome evil is to stop playing their game and UNITE.
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There is no party in dictatorship. The left/right marching band we call capital hill is nothing more than a puppet show.
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Both parties are captive.
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It is absolutely vital to read the article mentioned by one of our group about "The REeal Backdrop Nobody Will Discuss" by Armstrong

Economics. Talk about an eye opener.  We the people are as important as dust on the Uoor to be swept up and thrown out.
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Snowden has more to tell us. jamesfetzer.org/2021/10/preston-james-and-mike-harris-hidden-history-o..
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You all are very very close to explaining what is and has been going on in a quiet war on those who khazarians swore revenge for in

their loss in the revolutionary war and the Russians a very long time ago when they forced them to choose a religion. They've been at

the root of all evil in our history. Read this and tell me any of it seems like a lie.... It's crazy how much of it makes more sense then the

narratives we've been fed our whole lives. jamesfetzer.org/2021/10/preston-james-and-mike-harris-hidden-history-o..
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Digital information FEELS Ueeting. It's not like walking into a library full of books and periodicals! It really is important to create

methods for holding memory for the group over time. The Overlords best advantage comes from the fact that generations die out and

their memories with them. Each generation has to Ogure out afresh the methods of the tyrants.  I believe comprehensive TIMELINES

and FLOW CHARTS are great tools for preserving memory for continuity between generations. One example. My early education of

Colonial America and the Revolution did not include the writings of Thomas Paine. However, when I Onally found a timeline that

incorporated Thomas Paine in the occurrences of that period, and I realized how his writings cohesively awakened the colonists across

socio-economic levels against tyranny and injustice, the entire revolutionary period made more sense. It wasn't just some rich

landowners fashioning a republic; it was a swelling desire across the whole population wanting freedom and pressuring for change!
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"The Real Backdrop Nobody Will Discuss" www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/russia/the-real-backdrop..
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energy conUiucts and who supplies whom - these have always been strategic domino theory
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Hello Markuzick..... dollarvigilante.tv/.../isBgSWEV2yNqgq15BgTd2D
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THOUGHTS ON THE ENDGAME IN UKRAINE www.globalresearch.ca/.../5772305  (03/02/2022) WHY IS PUTIN IN UKRAINE?

www.globalresearch.ca/why-putin-ukraine/5772430?utm_campaign=magnet&am..  (03/01/2022) UKRAINE AND THE

ORWELLIAN “MINISTRY OF TRUTH”: THE ATTACK WAS LAUNCHED BY NATO EIGHT YEARS AGO.

www.globalresearch.ca/ukraine-attack-launched-nato-eight-years-ago/577..  (03/01/2022)
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Hi Markuzick, yes very excellent link you gave. Great explanation but missing Soros role in Russia and Ukraine takeover. Yes its

also about the gas pipeline from Russia to Germany, Since sleepy Joe came to power he was pushing Germany to give it up. But

that didn't work, so they provoked Russia into a war. Now Germany will not use the pipeline. *~*  Soros foundations paid large

sums of money to 226 members of the EU parliament. Two of them, Guy Verhofstadt and Hans van Baalen, went to Maidan

square in Ukraine on 20 februari 2014 to tell the protesters to rise up against their democratic elected president Yanukovych,

who had to Uee.

Not elected oligarchs grabbed the power, with support of Victoria Nuland the US undersecretary of state for political affairs. She

played a key role in orchestrating the overthrow of a democratically elected president in Ukraine in 2014 that led to a civil war.

Before the Maidan uprising Victoria Nuland told Geoffrey Pyatt, the US Ambassador to Ukraine, that the UN was on board to "help

glue" the plan to replace Ukrainian President Victor Yanukovych with Arxeniy Yatsenyuk.  "Yats is the guy," Nuland informed Pyatt

who urged her to move quickly because "the Russians will be working behind the scenes to torpedo" the deal.

"F#&* the EU!" Nuland told Payatt. "Exactly," he responded.  Shortly thereafter, Yanukovych was overthrown and "Yats" became

president. Ukraine agreed to Nuland's demands to make "a new deal with the IMF," which was "necessary for the long term

economic health of the country." Yet, the new Western-leaning Kiev government did not represent the Russian-speaking

Ukrainians in the east and south who had voted Yanukovych into obce. One year later, Ukraine is racked by civil war, until the

Minks agreement. Guess, who is back under Joe Biden? Yes, Nuland.
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That's a good read. I really like the part where they call out the Clintons! I've been telling the world how evil the Clintons are for

decades. I'm still not behind the criticism of Zelensky. I don't know enough to back him or criticize him, but I get these red Uags

when I read reports like this one that claims he abandoned his own people in Eastern Ukraine. Just do a quick search for religion

in Donetsk and you get Eastern Orthodox Church, Eastern Catholic Church, Protestantism, Roman Catholic Church, Islam and

Judaism. Zelensky is a Jew. Also, I believe it was the Clintons that convinced the Ukraine to give up their nukes in exchange for

US backing them if Russia or anyone else decided to attack them. The Ukraine once had one of the largest stockpiles of nuclear

warheads. I bet they wished they had held onto those now. With friends like the USA/Clintons, you don't need any more enemies!
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This is what the Chinese Communist Army calls Unresricted Warfare, and it is meant to be launched directly at civilian populations, but

of course traditional Warfare devastated civilian populations. Unrestricted Warfare is when every member of a population is

antagonized on multiple levels all at once. No one is spared. I do believe that the more keenly individuals and groups are able to see

that this is happening the better people will be able to defend themselves, but right now it is like people in the west are Oghting

desperately for civil liberties they took for granted two or Ove or ten years ago, to put it mildly.
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the thrust of the putsch is the removal of civil liberties - this is the paranoia of the oligarchs whose minority of numbers makes

them fear the majority - so the oligarchs have preempted their fear by directing it at the Masses - but they still remain vulnerable

- if the comatose TV ADDICTS ever wake up their fear will become justiOed
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It is interesting that the whole black lives matter/social justice movement seems like a smoke screen to take away the basic

rights of EVERYONE! I do not mean to imply that George Floyd was a staged event but I found it incredible that after Ove months

of severe lockdown in the blue states, where you weren't even allowed to Uy a kite in a park, all of a sudden you have large,

raucous protests erupting everywhere for weeks on end. And oh my God I am not suggesting the protests should not have been

allowed to happen, everything should have been allowed to happen, but the contrast was incredible. They did not even employ 5%

of the Trudeau tactics!
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Apparently Baghdad Bob is alive and well.
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By the way, I have not yet read this article, nor any comments. I looked out my southbound window at 7am CST and saw the sky Olled

with "chem-trails" (these are long smokey clouds of "stuff" pumped into the sky from jets towards increasing rain (but not where they Uy,

but further downstream, so to speak. I am on the stateline of WI/ILL for any readers who happen to live nearby  It occurred to me that

these chem-trails could serve another purpose, and with a view to Putin tank-Oring at the largest European Nuclear Reactor last night.

Chem trails potentially could catch fall-out and maybe transport it over an ocean--that was my Orst thought today seeing line after line

of chem trails (I've never seen this many all at once at sunrise). I do and did wonder if it could be like a test of how rapidly a huge area

could be "clouded" to catch nuclear radiation to try to keep much of it from raining down in America (and especially over the large food

growing areas). Just a thought.
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Uhhhh, that's called a vapor trail. The average temperature at 30,000 feet is between -30 and -60 degrees Fahrenheit. The

temperature of jet-engine exhaust is around 1,500 degrees Fahrenheit. Some of the byproducts of burning jet-fuel is H2O (water),

CO2, and NOx. Did you get the H20 part? What happens when you blow hot/moist air from your lungs into cold/dry air outside?

You see fog/steam come out your mouth! Muliply that by 1 million and that's how much fog/steam comes out the exhaust of a jet

engine at 30,000 feet! At 30 below zero it freezes almost immediately making a nice white plume of ice crystals (frozen vapor).
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Arlen 1. Vapor trails/contrails dissipate very quickly. Chemtrails take many hours and are spewed out at over 40,000 feet. Big

differences in their composition.
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Brian, no it doesn't. It's a huge amount of vapor and it's basically frozen. So it doesn't go anywhere. When's the last time you saw

a cloud suddenly vanish? NEVER! Besides, what would be the incentive of poisoning the air we breathe? I don't see anyone at the

corporate or federal level walking around in hazmat suits. These contrail conspiracy theories border on Schizophrenia. It doesn't

help project the image of this forum. It only further discredits this forum.
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An excellent video for my Canadian friends https://marcusraytalks.com/
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It's very easy for a person of limited literacy& experience,& narrowly specialized, to be manipulated psychologically. Especially if led into

a bondage of sin& willfully selective sight, then covertly controlled. That has been the aim& goal of education for many years, as well as

the teaching of relativism as a means of fostering lowest common denominator 'unity'; creating demonizing either/or views of

ignorant& LCD, or necessarily elitist.  In fact,while in the Ukraine, Stalin's government was imposing the holodomor(hunger

extermination) of mainly, but not limited to(always part of the collateral damage ), baptistic people& Jews, American textbooks showed

happy, rosy-cheeked, fat-faced Ukrainian collective peasants.

Meanwhile, up to 16% of Ukraine's 34 million pre-Stalin population was starved to death. This was why certain Statesmen in the know

about this were later shocked to be told upon questioning Eisenhower over our confusing& contributing policies, obfuscating history,

distinctions of peoples& cultures, systems of belief to Ond that it was purposeful,& so that in time the U.S. could comfortably be

merged w/ the Soviet system. Many believe knowledge of this heinous treachery was what led to Gen. Patton's despising of

Eisenhower& certain of the Allied commanders, why he resigned his commission, telling newsmen there was 'something he must tell

the American people if they were to remain free', before he died a questionable death.

John Dewey of the religio-philosophical Humanist Society, which cunningly changed its public representation to one of

'neutrality'/(impossibility) & 'scientiOc' (creating a false dichotomy between religion & science; simultaneously detaching religion from

truth & presenting it as relativistic, existential & all religious faith of the 'blind leap' variety) organized the Soviet re-education system

before focusing on propagandizing educators& transforming the system here. Aping Rome's& the m.o. of every craft tyranny since

Babel.
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2) The point being, that there is no distinction between the outcomes for the people of a tyranny ran by coverted global

corporatism whether it calls itself, left or right, Stoick or Epicurean, conservative or liberal, capitalist or communist, or even

'Christian' or non. Without the touchstone & orienting 'north' of truth, men w/ conscience aimlessly detached & coarsened, simply

drift, & are easily driven, herded, corralled by the so-called initiated & superiors, who are fed selective truth in their turn, to keep

all in their place in the layered pyramidal order. Kept from freedom indeed at all costs which is so very dangerous to the spirit of

the thing of that old father of lies, god & spirit of this dying world, & all those serving it, rewarded of that illegitimate authority,

that it must be slandered, marginalized, cruciOed....kept from those subjected at any cost: by any means.

The morality of a Sun Tzu or a Borgia or an imam, a Lenin or Stalin, an h-word we're not allowed to say....any means to their end,

no choice but false choice. ('Not allowed to say': is a red Uag by the way...otherwise stated: if porn is the only 'free speech' truly

protected, then a nation is already in a world of hurt insofar as real literacy & choice, the possibility of freedom indeed, is

concerned.)
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Fundamentalassumptions: Bondage of sin?! Propaganda isn't really a religious issue. It's a tool of persuasion to push goals of all

sorts from the extremely selOsh (political power or monetary proOt) to those the believer truly thinks are altruistic

(environmentalism, "saving souls", etc.). Groups ranging from atheists to religious extremists all have been known to spread

propaganda. Often people believe their own propaganda.
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Bondage of sin is anything that violates conscience which one does to others, to use others, which one would not want done to

themselves. It is truth determined & can only be seen in the light of honest & whole truth. Denying that truth, & driving

self-justiOcation, rather than acknowledgment of that truth is the bondage. Propaganda is the misuse of information, data, &

facts to hide that reality...and so to use & steer people... initiating & sorting, promoting people as they serve those most deeply

initiated & in bondage to the same core self-excluding lie. Blinding pride.

The most deceitful, deceptive, self-deceived in such systems are considered 'wise', 'superior', 'survivors' etc ...though they are

truly not, & just as deeply into the bondage of lies, of sin, as those they manipulate. Actually, the 'lessers' who 'fail' the initiations

of that world system, who get 'sorted out' to 'lower' and 'safer' occupations, if permitted to live at all....have more hope of Onding

freedom indeed than those who tend to be most admired & emulated. It's the condition of man and the world. No secret, &

nothing new under the sun.
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I don't see the video your article mentions.
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The WEF don't want you to see it......
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Comes right up for me.
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Solzhenitsyn, Did we miss the resurrection? In the twinkling of an eye, when the redeemed are transformed? Or, more likely, are you one

of those pretenders & necromancers of the counterfeit salvation, the self-made saviors, the deceived? Waving arm catholic left, or East,

or whatever they're labeling it these days. Those builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone, a Balaamite?  Nostradamus, the Jewish

mystic & alchemist in the court of the superstitious Catherine de Medici resorting to any craft & thing but truth for power, was a cunning

survivalist no doubt! Safely vague in his 'prophecies'...lol, up out of that mixed Andalusian bag where truth & error coexisted w/much

mystical mumbo-jumbo, incoherent mutterings, Jewish fables & science falsely so-called, until Rome's lie took the dominance.

That's how many of the received texts& owners came to Uee into England,even before the fall of Constantinople.  After all, the Jesuit

alchemist who used Lucifer in his acronym, & the Ruggeri brothers were also in her retinue,& the terror of the Inquisition was a constant

assurance insuring truth & truth comparisons for legitimate, & truly Christian & free will choice guided by the threefold testimony of

evident truth, the written will& testament of God,& conscience was kept to a minimum: confusion, superstition reigning.

Truth is every tyrant's& wouldbe 'god's nemesis.She was a bloody woman,& Elizabeth w/ her John Dee& the like, little better. Like Jean

Dixon's& all the 'prophecies' of every false prophet/proOt, deceiving& being deceived, refusing to come to the light of truth, let alone to

walk in it (the rest of Jn 3 KJB) w/ the Eleanor Roosevelts& the Hillary Clinton's, the Merkel's of the world.

Like that 'other' Catherine up in the north country. Of course the Muslims do not overrun the world:thru Chrislam, the Abrahamic

Accords& such, they're already divided,both in concordat w/ Rome who always rides the beast.Just part of the 10 kings system,never to

be the head
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